Easter 2015
Stunning pieces of work using highly polished stainless steel demonstrates
2D:3Ds ’ strong credentials.
The completion of high profile projects illustrates the consistency in high standards of quality,

delivery and customer service that 2D:3D is recognised for.

Joyce Wang ’ s Oculus, sponsored by Swarovski
2D:3D creates a stunning piece of light sculpture on show at Art Central in Hong Kong.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEB0ifWujQY

2D:3D were commissioned by Joyce Wang
to create her light art sculpture (Oculus)
for the Art Central show in Hong Kong.
Consisting of 88 Swarovski crystal spikes
(each 500grms) and 350 Swarovski crystal
chatons, the biggest challenge was
creating a transparent sculpture that could
also support a gross weight of 185 kgs.
Part of the design concept consisted of
creating an egg shape surface within which
the crystals are embedded. To maintain
the rigidity of the shape 2D:3D developed
a wire and metal framework. The metal
framework is made up of four carrots at
the top and four at the bottom all running
from a central column. Metal elements
were highly polished to reflect the crystals.
Emanating from the central column are 88
supporting wire metal stems each holding
a spike crystal.
The carrots were created to provide support to the acrylic sphere and to distribute

the weight of the acrylic shell. The
metal stems were created to
support the spike crystals and to
prevent them from falling out
once inserted into their respective holes. All 350 chaton crystals
were invisibly glued into place.
The 5mm thick acrylic was
vacuumed formed to create the
spherical shape.

Running down the centre of the
metal stem, 2D:3D positioned a
series of LED lights controlled via
a DMX controller. An endoscopic
camera was placed inside the
metal stem to provide an internal
view of the light sculpture. This
was played back on large screens
at the art show.

Emirates’ Paris St Germain Hospitality Suite

As part of the on-going work with Emirates 2D:3D was
commissioned by Pulse to fit out the Premiere
Hospitality suite at the Paris St Germain football
stadium. The permanent installation consisted of
recreating the bar area of an A380 Airbus. In addition,
2D:3D developed a moving skyline, creating the
impression of being airborne as the person looked out
through the aircraft window.
The aircraft bar structure is an exact copy of the bar
on the A380 Airbus along with the same standards of
quality of finish and materials. All timber consisted of
highly varnished veneer wood panelling.

The Light Stave sculpture for PRS

2D:3D was commissioned by Acrylicize to create a sculpture for each of the Performing Rights Society offices
in London. Both sculptures were different from each other in so much that they were a mirror image of the
other.
The concept of the design is a representation of a 10 line music stave. Sitting above the sculpture, concealed
within a pelmet, is a string of colour changing LED lights controlled via a DMX controller. On an hourly basis an
illumination animation would run, casting coloured lights along the length of the sculpture with the mirror
polished rods capturing and reflecting the light illuminations.
At 3 1/2 mtrs long, the light stave is fabricated out of mirror
polished stainless steel rods and brackets. The 15mm rods were
heat formed using individually designed template jigs and then
offered into a wooden template, checking their shaped accuracy.

A prototype was initially created to prove the concept.

Bergere Chairs
commissioned by David Gill Gallery

Designed by Fredrikson Stallard 2D:3D were commissioned by David Gill
Gallery to fabricate three Bergere chairs.

The chairs are finished in white rubber seats along with high stainless
steel backs. A mould was created for the seat into which liquid rubber
was poured creating a 3D seamless rubber skin. The stainless steel
backs were finished off with a continuous ribbon welded lip. Welding
was carried out to a very High standard since all of the welding detail is
on show and forms part of the design aesthetics of the chair. All
stainless steel was finally mirror polished.
The high standards of
workmanship and finish on
this project is another good
example of why 2D:3D is
considered, amongst it’s
clients, to be the best in it’s
field……. And certainly one
of the best in the world.

Zodiac Maritime at Portland Place
Another high profile company, through Studio Mizzi, commissions 2D:3D to create their
main reception area at Portland Place.

2D:3D recreated a 60mtr long oil tanker’s hull in the lift
lobby through to the main foyer. It was initially machined
out of polystyrene, then a mould created from which a
fibreglass skin was caste.
Standing 3mtrs high, the hull was blended into the wall.
Running all around the parameter is a 200mm band of
mirror polished stainless steel giving the impression of
the tanker floating in water.
2D:3D also
created a wall
hung world
map lazer cut
in mild steel
and finished in
hematite.

Iris by Fredrikson Stallard

2D:3D was asked by Fredrikson Stallard to create a pair of Iris chandeliers for an anonymous
private client.

The dome is fabricated from stainless steel and finished with gold plating. The interior surface
of the dome is lined with parabolic reflectors throwing the light out through the fascia lining of
Swarovski crystals creating a starburst pattern over the floor.
The chandeliers are secured into pre-fitted bolts in the ceiling joists.

Iris Tri-pod in New York
Swarovski continue to entrust 2D:3D to work with
their leading sponsored artists. Taking Patrik
Fredrikson and Ian Stallard’s IRIS designs 2D:3D
manufactures an Iris Tr-Pod for a New York show.
The IRIS, made to resemble a human eye, is unique in
materials, structure, crystals and design compared to
previous Iris commissions. This one is mounted on a
Tri-pod rather than wall mounted.
At 1.6 metres in diameter the first challenge was to
fabricate the outer dome shell in mild steel to create a
perfectly shaped dome. Lining the inside is a second
dome fabricated from aluminium. These were then
mirror polished so as to create an infinity effect.
Subsequently adhered to the opening of each dome is
an ‘invisible’ 1mm thick stainless steel filigree
template, strong enough to provide the supporting
structure for the Swarovski crystals yet fine enough to
enhance the reflective qualities of the crystals and the
inner surface of the dome. A series of 350 3/4mm
holes were drilled into the filigree template into which
were inserted 2.5mm threaded taps, used to secure
the crystals and create the unique individual patterns.
All elements had to be precisely engineered and
assembled to the micron in order to achieve the perfect symmetry of pattern and design.
The dome was finished off with a central stamen,
capped off with a reverse dome housing a series of
powerful warm white LED lights. The warm white
picking up the full spectrum of the light refractive
qualities of the crystals.

The stainless steel dome was bronzed through a chemical
process. A total of 717 crystals configured into 355 large long
emeralds and 362 small emerald shaped crystals. Weighing a
total of 325kg.
Individual support structures were machined and formed
part of the comprehensive installation and de-rig manual.
Another highly acclaimed project completed by 2D:3D…..
And as always, on time and within budget whilst exceeding
client service and quality expectations.
If you have a specific project to discuss please contact Rob.
T : 020 8998 3199

E : rob@2d3d.co.uk
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